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ABSTRACT
Based on an extensive grid of stellar models between 13 and 25 M⊙ and a wide
range of metallicities, we have studied the light curves of core collapse supernovae,
their application to cosmology and evolutionary effects with redshift. The direct link
between the hydro and radiation transport allows to calculate monochromatic light
curves.
With decreasing metallicity Z and increasing mass, progenitors tend to explode
as compact Blue Supergiants (BSG) and produce sub-luminous supernovae that are
about 1.5m dimmer compared to normal SNe II with Red Supergiant (RSG) progen-
itors. Progenitors with small masses tend to explode as RSGs even at low Z. The
consequences are obvious for probing the chemical evolution, namely, a strong bias
when using the statistics of core collapse supernovae to probe the history of star for-
mation.
Our study is limited in scope with respect to the explosion energies and the pro-
duction of radioactive Ni. Within the class of extreme SNe II-P supernovae, the light
curves are rather insensitive with respect to the progenitor mass and explosion energy
compared to analytic models which are based on parameterized stellar structures. We
expect a wider range of brightness due to variations in 56Ni because radioactive en-
ergy is a main source of luminosity. However, the overall insensitivity of LCs may allow
their use as quasi-standard candles for distance determination.
Key words: stars: evolution - supernovae: Type II - cosmology: distance scale.
1 INTRODUCTION
Core collapse supernovae, are thought to be the final results
of stellar evolution for stars with main sequence masses &
10 M⊙ with evolutionary time scales short compared to the
age of the universe even at high z (Tammann, 1982; Maza
& Van den Bergh, 1976; Woosley & Weaver 1986). These
objects will occur soon after the initial star formation period
and, therefore, can be used to probe the structure of the
universe at high z. These very distant supernovae are all
expected to be some variety of core collapse supernovae. E.g.
at z ∼ 5 to 10, galaxies are expected to be small and dim
and core collapse supernovae may be the brightest objects
in the Universe (Miralda-Escude´ & Rees 1997).
The light curves and spectra depend sensitively on the
initial stellar mass, metallicity, mass loss and explosion en-
ergy. They show a wide range of brightness, up to 6 magni-
tudes, and properties of their light curves (Filippenko, 2000;
Patat et al. 1993 & 1994; Young & Branch, 1989) that pre-
vents their use as standard-candles. However, our knowledge
of the event is improving and it may be possible to derive
the absolute magnitude in a similar way as Type Ia if ap-
propriate empirical correlations can be identified.
There is a general agreement that the explosion of a
massive star is caused by the collapse of its central parts into
a neutron star or a black hole. The mechanism of the energy
deposition into the envelope is still debated. The process
likely involves the bounce and the formation of the prompt
shock (e.g. Van Riper 1978, Hillebrandt 1982), radiation of
the energy in the form of neutrinos (e.g. Bowers & Wilson
1982), the interaction of the neutrinos with the material of
the envelope and various types of convective motions ( e.g.
Herant et al. 1994, Burrows et al. 1995, Mu¨ller & Janka
1997, Janka & Mu¨ller 1996), rotation (e.g. LeBlanc & Wil-
son 1970, Saenz & Shapiro 1981, Mo¨nchmeyer et al. 1991),
and magnetic fields (e.g. LeBlanc & Wilson 1970, Bisnovati-
Kogan 1971).
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The analysis of core collapse supernovae and their use
for cosmology is further complicated due to the mount-
ing evidence that the explosions of massive stars (core
collapse SN) are highly aspherical and, consequently, the
brightness depends on their orientation to the observer (e.g.
Ho¨flich 1991b). (1) The spectra (e.g. SN87A, SN93J, SN94I,
SN99em) are significantly polarized indicating asymmetric
envelopes (Me´ndez et al. 1988; Ho¨flich 1991b; Jeffrey 1991;
Wang et al. 1996; Wang, Wheeler & Ho¨flich 1999). The de-
gree of polarization tends to vary inversely with the mass of
the hydrogen envelope, being maximum for SNe Ib/c events
with no hydrogen (Wang et al. 2000, Leonard et al. 2002).
For supernovae, with a good time and wavelength coverage,
the orientation of the polarization vector tends to stay con-
stant both in time and in the wavelength. This suggests that
there is a global symmetry axis in the ejecta (Leonard et al.
2001). (2) Observations of SN 1987A showed that radioac-
tive material was brought to the hydrogen rich layers of the
ejecta very quickly during the explosion (Tueller et al. 1991).
(3) The remnant of the Cas A supernova shows rapidly mov-
ing oxygen-rich matter outside the nominal boundary of the
remnant and evidence for two oppositely directed jets of
high-velocity material (Fesen & Gunderson 1997). (4) Re-
cent X-ray observations with the CHANDRA satellite have
shown an unusual distribution of iron and silicon group el-
ements with large scale asymmetry in Cas A (Huges et al.
2000). (5) After the explosion, neutron stars are observed
with high velocities up to 1000 km/s (Strom et al. 1995).
Due to the difficulty of modeling core collapse from first
principles, a very different line of attack on the explosion
problem has been used extensively and proved to be suc-
cessful in understanding the supernova problem, SN1987A
in particular (Arnett et al. 1990, Hillebrand & Ho¨flich 1991).
The difference of characteristic time scales of the core (a sec-
ond or less) and the envelope (hours to days) allows one to
divide the explosion problem into two largely independent
parts - the core collapse and the ejection of the envelope. By
assuming the characteristics of the energy deposition into
the envelope during the core collapse, the response of the
envelope can be calculated. Thus one can study the obser-
vational consequences of the explosion and deduce charac-
teristics of the core collapse and the progenitor structure.
This approach has been extensively applied in the frame-
work of the 1D spherically symmetric formulation. The ma-
jor factors influencing the outcome have been found to be
the explosion energy and the progenitor structure. Recently,
the same approach has been applied in multi-dimensions to
investigate the effects of asymmetric explosions (e.g. Ho¨flich
et al. 2001). First results show that both asymmetric density
structures and excitations are keys for our understanding of
the global asymmetries in core collapse supernovae.
Despite these problems, methods have been developed
to use these objects for distance determinations, namely,
SNe II that have retained their H-rich envelope. SNe II rep-
resent an important complement to SNe Ia as a technique
to measure cosmological distances. In principle, the distance
to each individual SNe II can be measured by the Baade-
Wesselink or Expanding Photosphere method in which the
ratio of the observed apparent flux to the absolute flux gives
the solid angle, and the velocity and elapsed time give the
radius (e.g. Shaviv et al. 1985, Ho¨flich et al. 1986, Branch
et al. 1988, Ho¨flich 1988, 1991, Schmidt et al. 1994, Leonard
et al. 2002).
Recently a sub-group of SNe II, SNe II-P, has been pro-
posed as good quasi-standard candles (Ho¨flich et al. 2000,
Hamuy and Pinto 2002), decreasing the scatter in the Hub-
ble diagram. The plateau in the SN II-P light curve, that is
caused by the recombination of H, is indicative of a massive
H envelope. Thanks to the plateau the identification does
not require any spectra and it is not necessary to follow
the event to dimmer phases. We identify a subclass among
SNe II-P, extreme SNe II-P, characterized by a long plateau,
with a duration exceeding 50-60 days. Notice that the char-
acteristic time of the plateau observed by the telescopes is
increased by a factor (1+z) (ie. at z=3, the bright observed
plateau lasts several months).
Although, their statistic is still very incomplete, extreme
SNe II-P are probably as frequent as SNe Ia in the nearby
universe (Cappellaro et al. 1999). In the years 1998 and 1999
around a 10% of all SNe II could be classified as extreme
SN II-P. However, this is expected to change at intermediate
redshifts (z ≈ 3-5) when the star formation rate was higher
(Kravtso & Yepes, 2000). At the other hand, SNe II maybe
the only SNe at z >3-5. Moreover, at z >10, they may be the
only luminous objects, out-shining the host proto-galaxy by
a factor of 100 during more than 2 years (Marri & Ferrara
1998). Cold Dark Matter (CDM) models, taken into account
gravitational magnification, predict in 100 fields of the Next
Generation Space Telescope around 850 and 3500 SNII/year
(for Standard and Lambda CDM models, respectively) up
to a redshift of z=15 (Marri, Ferrara & Pozzetti, 2000).
One key problem to be addressed will be to determine
whether these events will look like local supernovae that ex-
plode as red supergiants, or whether, because of their low
metallicity they will all resemble SN 1987A that exploded as
a blue supergiant (see also Brunish & Truran 1982). Predic-
tion of the properties of these early supernovae now will set
the stage for the work of upcoming observational facilities,
like NGST, SNAP and others.
Very few studies of light curves of SNe II-P have been
published up to now. Litvinova & Nade¨zhin (1983,1985) pre-
sented a grid for a range of envelope masses between 1 and
16 M⊙ that, some 20 years later, still presents the most com-
prehensive study. The models assumed spherical symmetry
and parameterized density profiles, and 4 basic free param-
eters: input energy, the amount of radioactive Ni and the
envelope mass and initial radius. The result of these calcu-
lations were theoretical bolometric lightcurves which were
then converted into V-band lightcurves assuming a black
body energy distribution. Some of these restrictions have
been overcome in the analysis of Eastman et al. (1994) but
this study has been restricted to a star with 15 M⊙. Both
studies cannot answer the key problems mentioned above.
In this paper, we link the pre-SN evolutionary models to SN
models. One big advantage is that the initial radius of the
SN models is no longer an adjustable parameter but a re-
sult of the physical model and a function of the stellar mass.
The other progress is that the hydro models are linked to
a radiative transport code, so the broad-band lightcurves
are much more accurately computed. A third progress pro-
vided by this paper is the effect of metallicity in the resulting
lightcurves.
Following the successful approach to assume the char-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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acteristics of the energy deposition at the inner regions of
the exploding star, we present explosion models and theo-
retical light curves for a wide range of stellar masses and
metallicities. The goal of this study is to explore the sensi-
tivity of different characteristics of the SN II-P light curves
on the underlying progenitor properties (initial mass and
metallicity) and the kinetic energy based on detailed stellar
evolution and LC calculations. Effects due to stellar rotation
and mass loss during the evolution of the progenitor are not
included. Moreover, these calculations do not address the
mechanism of energy deposition, production of radioactive
Ni, chemical mixing and departures from sphericity. One of
our main results is the identification of extreme SN II-P, as
potential candidates to be use in cosmology. Note that we do
not intend to provide a complete grid of models to be com-
pared with specific observations. In this work, we present
a study focused on core collapse supernovae to answer the
following questions: How do the light curves of core collapse
supernovae depend on the metallicity that is expected to de-
crease with redshift? Can we identify a subclass among the
core collapse supernovae that may be used as quasi-standard
candles, and what accuracy do we expect? Can this subclass
be identified purely by their light curves, without a follow-up
that requires to go much fainter than maximum light?
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 the
numerical methods used for the evolution, explosion and
light curves computations are described, in Section 3 the
influence of the progenitor properties and explosion param-
eters on the light curves are analyzed, and finally, in Section
4, we highlights the main conclusions and short-comes of our
study.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1 Stellar Evolution
All the pre-supernova models adopted in this pa-
per have been computed by means of the evo-
lutionary code FRANEC, rel 4.2 (for details see
Chieffi & Straniero 1989, Chieffi, Limongi & Straniero
1998, Limongi, Straniero & Chieffi 2000,
Straniero, Chieffi and Limongi 1997 and Chieffi & Limongi
2002). The FRANEC is an hydrostatic evolutionary code
in which both the set of equations describing the physical
structure of the star (by assuming spherical symmetry) and
the chemical evolution of the matter, due to the nuclear
reactions, are fully coupled and integrated simultaneously
by means of a classical Newton -Raphson method. The
nuclear network includes 41 isotopes for the H burning,
88 isotopes for the He burning and 179 isotopes for the
more advanced phases. Nuclear reaction rates are taken
from the Thielemann’s database (private communication).
For the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction we adopt the value from
Caughlan et al. (1985) which is close to the upper limit
compatible with the presently available measurements for
this rate. The weak interaction rates as a function of the
temperature and density are derived from Fuller, Fowler &
Newman (1980, 1982 and 1985).
The extension of the convective regions are fixed by
means of the Schwarzschild criterion and no mechani-
cal overshoot is allowed. Induced overshooting and semi-
convection during core He burning are taken into account
(Castellani et al. 1985). In the convective layers the temper-
ature gradient is evaluated by means of the mixing length
theory as described by Cox & Giuli (1968). A time depen-
dent mixing scheme is used which is similar to the one
firstly introduced by Sparks & Endal (1980). We have also
developed a specific algorithm which can handle the evo-
lution of those isotopes whose nuclear burning lifetime be-
comes comparable or lower than the mixing timescale (see
Chieffi, Limongi & Straniero 1998).
Electron screenings are taken from Graboske et al.
(1973) for the weak, intermediate and intermediate-strong
regime, and from Itoh, Totsuji & Ichimaru (1977) and
Itoh et al. (1979) for the strong regime. The equation of
state (EOS) is the one described by Straniero (1988)
and updated by Straniero, Chieffi and Limongi (1997).
It includes Coulomb corrections, quantum-relativistic ef-
fects on the electron component and electron-positron
pairs production. Radiative opacity coefficients are de-
rived from Kurucz (1991), Alexander & Fergusson (1994),
Iglesias, Rogers & Wilson (1992) (OPAL) and from the
Los Alamos Opacity Library (LAOL) (Huebner et al.
1977). A scaled solar mixture (Grevesse 1991) is adopted.
Opacity coefficients due to the thermal conductiv-
ity are derived from Itoh et al. (1983). Energy loss
due to photo, pair and plasma neutrinos are taken
into account following Munakata, Kohyama & Itoh (1985),
Munakata, Kohyama & Itoh (1986). Bremsstrahlung neu-
trinos are obtained following Dicus et al. (1976) as corrected
by Richardson et al. (1982). Energy losses due to the recom-
bination processes are included by using the prescriptions of
Beaudet, Petrosian & Salpeter (1967).
In this work, all the models are evolved at constant
mass and no rotation has been taken into account. The ef-
fects of rapid rotation in the evolution of massive stars have
been recently studied in 1D by Heger, Langer and Woosley
(2000) and Meynet and Maeder (2000,2003). As discussed
in the introduction, the explosion mechanism itself could
be based on rotation but the effect on the hydrodynamics
of the H-rich envelope are expected to be small. However,
anisotropies in the Ni distribution and, thus, the ionization
may cause anisotropic luminosities of the order of of 10 %
(Ho¨flich 1991, Ho¨flich et al. 2001).
2.2 Explosion and Light Curve Models
The explosions are calculated using our one-dimensional
radiation-hydro code, including nuclear networks (Ho¨flich
& Khokhlov 1996 and references therein). This code solves
the hydrodynamical equations explicitly by the piecewise
parabolic method (Collela & Woodward 1984) and includes
the solution of the frequency averaged radiation transport
implicitly via momentum equations, expansion opacities (see
below), and detailed equation of state. For high densities
and temperatures (> 1g/cm3, > 107 K), relativistic effects
are taken into account and full ionization is assumed. For
lower densities and temperatures, ionization processes are
included under the assumption of local thermodynamical
equilibrium but relativistic effects are neglected.
The explosion is triggered artificially by depositing en-
ergy at a mass location near the edge of the iron core.
After the initial phase of the explosion, i.e. shortly before
the shock front reaches the stellar surface, the nuclear reac-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. Presupernova evolutionary path in the HR diagram of
models 13, 15, 20 and 25 M⊙ having metallicities Z=0.02 (solid),
0.001 (dotted), and 0 (dashed).
tions are switched off and γ ray transport is included via a
Monte Carlo scheme. Both monochromatic and bolometric
light curves are calculated using a scheme recently devel-
oped, tested and widely applied to SNe Ia (Ho¨flich et al.
1998, and references therein). In order to allow for a more
consistent treatment of scattering, we solve both the (two
lowest) time-dependent, frequency averaged radiation mo-
mentum equations for the radiation energy and the radiation
flux, and a total energy equation. At each time step, we then
use T (r) to determine the Eddington factors and mean opac-
ities by solving the frequency-dependent radiation transport
equation in the comoving frame and integrate to obtain the
frequency-averaged quantities. The averaged opacities are
calculated under the assumption of local thermodynamical
equilibrium. Both the monochromatic and mean opacities
are calculated using the Sobolev approximation. The scat-
tering, photon redistribution and thermalization terms used
in the light curve opacity calculation are calibrated with
NLTE calculations using the formalism of the equivalent-
two-level approach (Ho¨flich 1995). About one thousand fre-
quencies and between 550 to 700 depth points are used.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Stellar Models
The evolution of selected models in the mass range from 13
M⊙ to 25 M⊙ and metallicities between Z=0 and Z=0.02
have been computed from the pre-main sequence to the
onset of core collapse without mass loss (see Fig. 1 and
Table 1). For low metallicities Z, models explode as com-
pact BSG (R⋆ 6 100R⊙) rather than as extended RSG
(500R⊙ 6 R⋆ 6 1500R⊙). The metallicity plays a major
role in determining the radius of the star because it affects
the opacity that determines the super-adiabatic gradient.
The larger the opacity, the larger the super-adiabatic gradi-
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Figure 2. Chemical composition of selected models at the onset
of core collapse.
ent and hence the larger the radius of the star. This explains
why for low metallicities, stars explode as blue supergiants.
In general, the stellar radius depends on the opacity of the
envelope; the lower is the metallicity the lower is the opacity
of the envelope and, as a consequence, the more compact is
the structure. We find that all the zero metallicity models
end up as a BSG while all the solar metallicity ones end
up as a RSG. At intermediate Z, there is the general trend
that the more massive stars end up as BSG while the less
massive ones end up as RSG. The limiting mass depends
on Z. However, the critical metallicity beyond which a star
ends as RSG instead of a BSG depends sensitively on many
details among which the treatment of convection, the opac-
ities, rotation and mass loss.
In Table 1 we report selected properties of the presu-
pernova evolutions, namely: the identification name of the
models, Mnnx, nn is the mass and x refers to metallicity, ”a”
is for solar (Z=0.02), ”b” for Z=0.001 and ”z” for Z=0 (col-
umn 1); the mass in solar units (column 2); the final radius
in solar radii (column 3); the metallicity (column 4); BSG
vs. RSG (column 5); the hydrogen burning lifetime in years
(column 6); the helium burning lifetime in years (column 7);
the residual lifetime following the central He exhaustion up
to the iron core collapse (column 8); the final surface mass
fraction of H (column 9) and He (column 10).
Figure 2 shows the chemical composition at the onset
of the iron core collapse, for some of the computed stellar
models. Figure 3 illustrates the influence of both metallicity
(upper panel) and initial mass (lower panel) on the density
profiles. As it is well known, the smaller the total mass the
less compact is the star. By comparing Figure 2 and 3 it
appears that the last (most external) sudden drop in the
density profiles corresponds to the transition to the H-rich
envelope. From this point to the surface the density-mass re-
lation is essentially independent on the initial mass, while,
on the contrary, it is significantly affected by a metallicity
variation. As it will be discussed in more details in the fol-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Table 1. Selected quantities of the some of the stellar models
Model Mass Rfin (R⊙) Z BSG vs. RSG τH(yr) τHe(yr) τadv(yr) Hsup Hesup
m13a 13 5.52 · 102 2 · 10−2 RSG 1.26 · 107 1.92 · 106 6.57 · 104 0.649 0.331
m15a 15 6.71 · 102 2 · 10−2 RSG 1.08 · 107 1.45 · 106 3.87 · 104 0.638 0.342
m20a 20 9.40 · 102 2 · 10−2 RSG 7.50 · 106 9.53 · 105 2.29 · 104 0.609 0.371
m25a 25 1.19 · 103 2 · 10−2 RSG 5.97 · 106 6.99 · 105 1.67 · 104 0.593 0.387
m13b 13 4.08 · 102 1 · 10−3 RSG 1.47 · 107 1.80 · 106 6.03 · 105 0.708 0.291
m15b 15 1.01 · 102 1 · 10−3 BSG 1.22 · 107 1.41 · 106 4.17 · 105 0.769 0.230
m20b 20 4.60 · 101 1 · 10−3 BSG 8.84 · 106 8.71 · 105 2.47 · 104 0.769 0.230
m25b 25 5.26 · 101 1 · 10−3 BSG 7.09 · 106 6.69 · 105 1.80 · 104 0.769 0.230
m15z 15 2.48 · 101 0.0 BSG 1.05 · 107 9.27 · 105 5.44 · 104 0.770 0.230
m20z 20 2.31 · 101 0.0 BSG 7.74 · 106 5.76 · 105 2.39 · 104 0.770 0.230
m25z 25 3.67 · 101 0.0 BSG 6.72 · 106 4.96 · 105 1.59 · 104 0.770 0.230
Figure 3. Stellar density structure as a function of mass for dif-
ferent metallicities (upper panel) and initial masses (lower panel).
Note the similarity between the density profiles of the two BSGs,
15b and 15z (upper panel). To test the convergence of the resolu-
tion in our models, we have increased the number of depth points
by a factor of 10 in model 20a, the resulting structure, 20a2 (see
lower panel), is almost identical.
lowing sections, such a correlation between the density of
the H rich envelope with the mass and the metallicity of the
stellar progenitor has a significant influence on the features
of the various light curves, in particular on the plateau phase
(namely the first 100-150 days). In fact during this phase,
the H recombination front, that provides the nearly con-
10 15 20 25
6
8
10
12
Figure 4. Final hydrogen mass as a function of total mass for
different metallicities: Z=0.02 (squares), Z=0.001 (triangles) and
Z=0 (circles)
stant luminosity, moves inward (in mass) through the whole
envelope.
Another important quantity that characterizes the light
curve is the total amount of H present in the envelope. In
principle, it depends on the original chemical composition
of the star, on the initial mass, on the mass loss rate and
on the efficiency of the various dredge up episodes occurring
during the progenitor life. In Figure 4 we have reported the
final H mass as a function of the total mass for the 3 different
metallicities. Note that the final H mass linearly increases as
the stellar mass increases and the metallicity decreases. We
find that the following relation nicely reproduces the results
of our stellar evolution calculations:
MH(M⊙)=2.58+0.338 ·M(M⊙)- 50.3 ·Z
where MH, M and Z are the total H mass, the total stel-
lar mass and the metallicity, respectively. Since our models
were obtained without mass loss, this relation provides an
upper limit for the final amount of H.
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 5. Structure of the 15 M⊙, Z=0.02 model with a final
kinetic energy of 1051 erg (model m15a) 15.4 hours after the ex-
plosion. Integrated mass M(r) (solid) and T(r) (dotted) are given
in the left plot, ρ(r) (solid) and v(r) (dotted) are given in the
right plot.
Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but 34.3 hours after the explosion, just
after shock breakout.
3.2 Explosion Models
Based on the evolutionary models previously described, we
have explored the sensitivity of different characteristics of
the light curve on progenitor properties (mass and metal-
licity) and explosion energy. The explosion is triggered by
depositing a given amount of energy at a mass coordinate
close to the edge of the iron core of the presupernova model,
i.e. at about 1.4 M⊙ that, in turn, corresponds to about
1000 km in all the models. The injected energy is properly
adjusted in order to provide the desired final kinetic energy.
In all models except one, the final kinetic energy is 1051 erg,
the exception is model m15a; for this model we consider also
the case with a final kinetic energy of 2·1051 erg (hereafter
model m15a2). For test calculations, the explosion energy
has been deposited both as thermal or kinetic energy but
little difference has been found in the explosion models.
In general, at a given time after the explosion has been
Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5 but 98 hours after the explosion when
the expansion of the envelope is almost homologous.
Figure 8. Same as Fig. 5 but for the model m15z, Z=0.0 at
about 44 minute after the explosion just after shock breakout.
triggered, the velocity of the more internal zones of the ex-
ploding envelope drops down to the escape velocity. As a
consequence, these zone will eventually and naturally fall
back onto the compact remnant. The final mass location
between the ejecta and the remnant is defined as the mass
cut. The fallback of material on the central neutron star re-
mained smaller than 10−2 M⊙ except in the more massive
models. A significant fallback of 0.1 and 0.47 M⊙ was ob-
tained for m20a and m25a, respectively. We note that the
amount of fallback depends sensitively on the explosion en-
ergy. In test calculations for m25a with twice the explosion
energy, the fallback was reduced by about a factor of 5. In
all cases, but for 25 M⊙, more than a tenth of a solar mass
of 56Ni would be ejected which is in excess of the typical
amount obtained from the observed luminosity of the light
curve tail. For this reason we introduced an artificial mass
cut (more external than the actual mass cut) in the explo-
sion models at about one day after the explosion to limit
the 56Ni production accordingly. In this work we adopt the
typical value of 0.07 M⊙ (e.g. SN1987A) for the
56Ni mass,
although some SN II-P are known to have more than a tenth
(e.g. SN1992am, 0.3 M⊙, Schmidt et al. 1994; 1986I, 1991G,
1992H, Hamuy 2002).
A further restriction of our models is related to the dis-
cretization in mass which is of the order of 10−3 M⊙. A
proper resolution of the photosphere during the first few
days of the explosion requires a discretization of about
10−5 M⊙ (e.g. Mu¨ller & Ho¨flich, 1991). Consequently, de-
tails of the shock breakout are beyond the scope of this
study because the photosphere is not well resolved at the
early phases.
In Table 2, the basic parameters and some of the de-
rived quantities are given for the explosion models and light
curves. Let’s concentrate here in the first 4 columns: identi-
fication of the model, as in Table 1 (column 1); final kinetic
energy after the explosion (column 2); time of the shock
breakout in seconds (column 3) and the corresponding tem-
perature Tshock at the photosphere (column 4).
In Figs. 5 to 7, a typical evolution of the exploding star
is given at the example of model m15a. Initially, the shock
front propagates outward and deposits energy in form of
thermal energy. Weaker, reversed fronts are created at the
chemical boundaries. For m15a, after about 1.5 days, the
shock front reaches the outer stellar layers. The shock front
is accelerated because of the steep density profiles at the
surface layers of the star (Fig. 3), and produces a rapidly
expanding outward layer (see Figure 6, right panel). Dur-
ing the following time, most of the thermal energy is used
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 9. Density profiles at day 5 for models with various masses (left panel), metallicities end kinetic energies (right panel).
Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for the density gradients n (ρ ∝ r−n). In the x axis the interior mass is normalized to 10 M⊙.
to overcome its potential, do expansion work, and acceler-
ate the expanding envelope. After about 3-4 sound crossing
times of the progenitor, the expansion of the envelope is al-
most homologous, i.e. v ∝ r, ending the phase dominated by
hydrodynamics (see Fig. 7, right panel). Subsequent energy
release by radioactive decays causes only minor modifica-
tions of the density profile. We note that, in reality, some
interaction with the surrounding medium may become im-
portant.
All models show a behavior very similar to our example
with some quantitative differences. For example, in case of
the explosion of a compact, blue supergiant, the shock front
reaches the surface already after about one hour and the
breakout temperatures are significantly larger, and subse-
quently, adiabatic cooling is increased drastically (see Table
2 and Fig. 8).
The times till the shock breakout tshock (Table 2) are
consistent with the analytical approximation by Shigeyama
et al. (1988) who found that tshock scales with the stellar
radius, and with the square of the mass and explosion en-
ergy. In our models, typical times are of the order of days
for RSGs (1 to 3 days) and hours for BSGs (1 to 3 hours).
It is worth noting that the peak temperatures for red su-
pergiants are rather low whereas blue supergiants can reach
peak temperatures in excess of a million degrees (see Ta-
ble 2). The possible consequences for the contribution of the
production of high energy photons at large redshifts shall be
noted and its implications for environment will be discussed
in the Conclusions.
Density structures and density gradients are given in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. As can be expected from the
discussion of the stellar profiles (Fig. 3), the final density
structures are rather similar for the red supergiants. For the
blue supergiants, the density profiles are significant steeper
in the inner layers of the hydrogen rich envelope which, as
we will see, has strong effects on the light curve.
3.3 Light Curves
In this section, we will discuss the phase when the properties
of the envelope are mainly determined by free expansion and
radiative processes and the energy release is governed by
stored energy, thermal energy, recombination processes and
radioactive decay.
In general, an early maximum is seen which is produced
by the release of the stored thermal energy, followed by a
plateau phase due to the recombination of H and, finally, a
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Table 2. Explosion models and Light Curve properties.
Model Ekin [10
50 erg] tshock [s] log( Tshock) Vmax δtplateau [days] δmbump [mag]
m13a 10 1.33·105 5.5 -17.49 45 0.15
m15a 10 1.21·105 5.4 -17.47 66 0.22
m20a 10 2.10·105 5.3 -17.44 73 0.29
m25a 10 3.10·105 5.2 -17.42 78 0.39
m15a2 20 8.47·104 5.6 -17.74 79 0.26
m15b 10 9.23·103 5.9 -16.43 dna dna
m15z 10 2.62·103 6.7 -16.20 dna dna
Figure 11. Light curves for the 15 M⊙, Z=0.02 model with two
final kinetic energies, 1051erg and 2·1051erg, models m15a and
m15a2 in Table 2, respectively. The monochromatic LCs in V and
B (upper panel) are given by the thick and thin lines, respectively.
The luminosity is shown in the lower panel.
long tail due to the energy release by radioactive decay of
56Co (e.g. Fig. 11).
In the last 3 columns of Table 2 we show some properties
of the light curves: the maximum visual magnitude (column
5), the length of the plateau phase, in days (column 6) and
the size of the bump, in magnitudes, occurring at the end of
the plateau phase (column 7). The length of the plateau is
defined by the times when MV becomes larger and smaller
than MV (max) + 0.6
m. In the table ”dna” means do not
apply.
Firstly, we consider the evolution of the structure for our
reference model m15a, and the corresponding light curves
Figure 12. Luminosity, temperature, opacity and optical depth
for the 15 M⊙, Z=0.02 model (m15a) before the recombination
phase, at day 20.
Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 but during the recombination phase,
at day 71.
(Figs. 11-13). The initial flash in the light curve is due to
the energy deposition at shock breakout. Its duration is of
the order of the sum of cooling time, the light crossing time
of the stellar radius and the shock traveling time through the
photosphere. For red supergiants, it is of the order of a few
hours, for our blue supergiants about 10 minutes. For about
3 weeks after the explosion, the photospheric temperature is
sufficient high to maintain ionization up to the outer layers
(Fig. 12). The opacity is dominated by Thompson scatter-
ing, bound-free and free-free processes in the optical and IR,
and by line blocking in the UV, resulting in very high opti-
cal depths of the envelope. Consequently, the expansion of
the photosphere is strongly coupled to the expansion of the
material. The diffusion time scales for photons, tdiff , are
given by
tdiff (r) ≈ τ (r)
2
· r/c
where τ is the optical depth, r the radius and c the speed
of light. In our example at day 20, the diffusion time scales
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exceed the expansion time scales in all layers up to about an
optical depth of 10. As a consequence, the luminosity as a
function of depth is not constant but it is increasing inward
due to the stored energy released by the shock front and the
receding (in mass) photosphere (Fig. 12). For the same rea-
son, models with low explosion energies show a brightening
between 30 to 50 days after the explosion.
After the initial rise, the reference model shows an early
plateau not seen in observations. It is caused by the 1D na-
ture of the model or, more precisely, due to the assumption
that Ni is not mixed. For models with moderate explosion
energies, the diffusion time scales for energy stored by ra-
dioactive decays is longer than the expansion time scale.
As a consequence, the luminosity is solely provided by the
thermal energy stored during the explosion because the con-
tribution by radioactive decays is delayed. This effect is well
known from models for SN1987A where mixing had to be
assumed to avoid this artifact and to obtain good fits to the
light curves observed (e.g. Woosley et al. 1988). Note that
we do not see this early plateau in any observation. This
may be a hint that the explosion mechanism is intrinsically
aspherical and that mixing of the central layers is common
in core collapse supernovae (see introduction).
With time, the photospheric temperature drops, and re-
combination of H sets in. Due to the strong drop in opacity
with decreasing ionization, the position of the photosphere
becomes almost stationary (Figs. 14). In Fig. 13, the struc-
ture of m15a is given at day 70 which is typical for the
recombination phase. Diffusion time scales for the envelope
become comparable to the expansion time scales. The lu-
minosity is governed by the release of recombination energy
which is deposited just below the photosphere. Typically,
the ionization degree at the photosphere has dropped to 1
%. Therefore, the luminosity as a function of radius increases
outward up to the photospheric radius and stays constant
for the outer layers. The rate of the energy release depends
on the recombination rate (in mass) and this depends on the
mass flow through the photosphere, i.e. on the density slope
n (ρ ∝ r−n). Since the density of the envelope is rather
flat and slowly changing a self-regulating mechanism be-
tween energy release and heating of the photospheric region
leads to an almost constant luminosity of the light curve.
An increase in the energy release causes a heating of the
photosphere and, thus, a higher degree of ionization and a
larger opacity which, in term, reduces the luminosity and
vice versa.
Eventually, the recombination front reaches the
hydrogen-poor layers, and enters the He-core. At this point,
the photosphere recedes very fast causing an energy release
and a small bump in the light curve at the end of the recom-
bination/plateau phase (see Fig. 11 and below). Thereafter,
the energy is purely determined by the instantaneous energy
input due to radioactive decays, mainly by 56Co, up to a few
hundred days after the explosion, then diffusion time scales
become negligible. Except for models with extensive mixing
of 56Ni, the envelope above the radioactive elements remains
optically thick for γ-rays and the high energy photons ther-
malize within the envelope almost completely.
At the onset of the recombination phase, B-V increases
rapidly due to the drop in temperature and the increasingly
strong line blocking. Subsequently, during the recombina-
tion phase, B-V changes slowly from about 1.2 to 1.5 mag-
nitudes because the conditions remain similar at the photo-
sphere. At the end of the recombination phase, again, B-V
drops rapidly to about 2 magnitudes due to the strong line
blocking in the B band, and due to a further decrease in
temperature.
At the end of the plateau phase, the reference model
shows brief period of increasing brightness in B and V, and
bluer colors. This is caused by the rapid change in the He
abundance at the photosphere which results in an increased
recombination temperature and a more rapidly decreasing
photosphere and, thus, a temporary increase in the release
of stored energy. These effects should be strong in SNe with
a low explosion energy. Both the late increase brightness
and the decrease in B-V have yet to be observed. The lack
of evidence for these effects may be regarded as further hint
that, in reality, the inner layers of SNe are strongly mixed
during the explosion.
The influence of the kinetic energy on the light curves is
shown in Fig. 11. Overall, the shape of the light curve shows
only some quantitative changes. Increasing the kinetic en-
ergy by a factor of 2 results on a faster rise of the light
curve, an increased luminosity at the plateau (≈ 0.27m in
the V band), and a slightly bluer color during the plateau
phase. The overall similarities at the plateau are due to the
similar density structures, as seen in the last section (see Fig.
9 and 10). The increase of Ekin results in a faster expansion
rate of the material by about 40 %, and an increased energy
deposition due to the shock front. Due to the faster geomet-
rical dilution, the stored thermal energy is released faster,
causing an increase in the early luminosity. During the early
recombination phase, thermal energy still contributes to the
flux. The increased mass flux through the photosphere in-
creases the luminosity by about 30 to 40 % according to the
increase in the expansion velocity. The higher flux results in
a slightly bluer color of the more energetic model. In both
models, we assume the same 56Ni ejection and, consequently,
the light curves become very similar after day 130 and the
luminosity of the light curve tail are identical. However, the
lower density requires a slightly higher color for the more
energetic model to maintain the same integrated emissivity.
In Figure 15, we show the light curves for our set of
models with Z=0.02 and different initial masses: 13, 15, 20
and 25 M⊙, all of which explode as RSGs. The maximum
brightness and the overall shape of the light curves remain
very similar, showing a long plateau phase, in excess of 50 to
60 days and extending up to 80-130 days from the explosion
time. We identify this group as an homogeneous subclass
among Type II-P, i.e., extreme SN II-P. The mean brightness
in V during the plateau (≈ -17.4) is rather insensitive to
the mass of the progenitor (∆MV 6 0.07 mag), and to the
explosion energy if changed within a factor of 2. 1. This
suggest that this subclass, extreme SN II-P, may be used
as quasi-standard candles with few free parameters, namely
the Ni mass.
The similarity of the light curve shapes can be under-
stood as a consequence of the similarity of the density slopes
n (Fig. 10) that results in comparable energy production
rates due to recombination. The main difference among the
1 The explosion energy may be constrained by spectral observa-
tions
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Figure 14. Photospheric radius as a function of time for models with the same metallicity, Z=0.02, but with different initial masses: 13
M⊙ (dotted), 15 M⊙ (solid), 20 M⊙ (dashed) and 25 M⊙ (long-dashed) on the left panel and for models with the same mass, 15 M⊙,
but different metallicities and/or kinetic energies on the right panel: Z=0.02 and 1 foe (solid), Z=0.02 and 2 foe (dashed) and Z=0 and
1 foe (dotted) on the right panel.
light curve is the length of the plateau phase because of the
increase in the total hydrogen mass that is available as a
reservoir for storing ionization energy (see Table 2).
Compared to Litvinova & Nade¨zhin (1983, 1985), our
RSG models show a similar correlation between the bright-
ness during the mid plateau stage and the kinetic energy but
a much weaker relation to the envelope mass. We have used
the relations (4) and (5) from Litvinova & Nade¨zhin (1985)
to compute the mean V magnitude during the plateau and
its duration in function of the explosion energy, R of the
progenitor and the envelope mass. We obtain, for our mass
range (envelope masses between 11.6 M⊙ and 23.6 M⊙) and
in contrast with our models, that the mean V magnitude in-
creases with mass; a variation of 0.23m is obtained through
the whole mass interval to be compared with the variation
of 0.07m resulting from our models. The duration of the
plateau obtained using Litvinova & Nade¨zhin equation in-
creases with envelope mass as expected but, for all cases,
is about 20 to 50 % times longer than the duration result-
ing from our models. These discrepancies can be understood
as a consequence of the progenitor structure (see introduc-
tion). Litvinova & Nade¨zhin (1983, 1985) use parameterized
density structures with the stellar radius as a free parameter
whereas our models are based on stellar evolution. In partic-
ular, Litvinova & Nade¨zhin (1985) change the the envelope
mass from 16 to 1 M⊙ but assume the same radius. As a
consequence, the column densities of the envelope differ by
a factor of 16 and, consequently, the speed of the energy
release. In contrast, our models m20a and m15a have an en-
velope mass of 18.6 and 13.6 M⊙ but the radius decreases
from 970 to 670 R⊙ and the column densities in the envelope
at a given radius are rather similar.
For a blue supergiant, i.e. m15z, the density slopes are
much steeper compared to our reference model m15a (Fig.
10). Starting from a more compact envelope the cooling by
adiabatic expansion increases, while the overall luminosity
decreases by more than a magnitude. The maximum V mag-
nitude at the plateau phase decreases by 1.3m (Table 2). In
this case the light curves do not show the long plateau phase
(see Fig. 16) but a slowly rising up to the maximum light.
Figure 15. Light curves for models with the same composition
(Z=0.02) and final kinetic energy (1051 erg) but different initial
masses: 13 M⊙ (m13a), 15 M⊙ (m15a), 20 M⊙ (m15a) and 25
M⊙ (M25a). The monochromatic LCs in V and B are given by
the thick and thin lines, respectively.
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Figure 16. Light curves for models with the same mass, 15 M⊙,
and kinetic energy, 1051 erg, but different metallicities, Z=0.02
(m15a) and Z=0.0 (m15z). The monochromatic LCs in V and B
are given by the thick and thin lines, respectively.
This is due to the steep density slope that causes a strongly
increasing recombination rate as a function of time.
As a test to confirm this results, we have also computed
the explosion and light curves for models with Z=0.0 and
initial masses 20 and 25 M⊙, as expected from the density
gradients, the light curves show the same properties as m15z.
Note also that line blocking in B and, in particular, in the
UV, depends also on the metallicity, decreasing B-V for the
low metallicity models.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied theoretical B, V and bolometric light curves
for type II plateau supernovae. Based on a set of stellar evo-
lution calculations, we have analyzed the sensitivity of the
light curves properties to the mass and metallicity of the
progenitor and, within a factor of 2, to the explosion energy.
We linked the pre-SN evolutionary models to SN models.
Compared to previous studies, one big advantage is that the
initial radius of the SN models is no longer an adjustable
parameter but a result of the physical model and a function
of the stellar mass, changing significantly the relation be-
tween progenitor mass and light curves. The other progress
is that the hydro models are linked to a radiative transport
code, so the broad-band light curves are much more accu-
rately computed. A third progress provided by this study is
the effect of metallicity in the resulting light curves.
We find the following main results within the parameter
space considered:
For high metallicities, the stars explode as RSG regard-
less of the initial mass, showing a long plateau phase, longer
than 50-60 days and extending up to 80-130 days after the
explosion (extreme SNe II-P). They can be understood as
explosions of Red Supergiants that have undergone rather
moderate mass loss during the presupernova evolution. The
V brightness during the plateau phase changes/declines by
about 0.2 to 0.7m. The mean absolute brightness in V
(≈ −17.5m) during the plateau phase is rather insensitive to
the mass of the progenitor and the explosion energy (within
≈ 0.3m). Note that line blocking in B and, in particular,
in the UV depends on the metallicity causing a somewhat
larger spread.
The overall similarity of the LCs is caused by the simi-
larity of the density structures of the red giant envelopes,
and by the self-regulating propagation of the recombina-
tion front that determines the brightness during the plateau
phase. For explosion energies less than 1051 erg, the self
regulating mechanism between photospheric radius and the
location of the recombination front will break down because
the mean temperature of the envelope will drop below the
recombination temperature. As a consequence, the absolute
brightness during the plateau should drop fast with Ekin.
The metallicity plays a major role in determining the
radius of the star because it affects the opacity that deter-
mines directly the super-adiabatic gradient that holds in the
more external layers. The larger the opacity, the larger the
super-adiabatic gradient and hence the larger the radius of
the star. This explains why for low metallicities, stars ex-
plode as blue supergiants. The steep density profile results
in a long lasting phase of increasing photospheric radius and
brightness. The maximum brightness is lower by about 1.5m
compared to the explosion of a RSG because of the increased
expansion work for BSGs. Qualitatively, this tendency is
consistent with SN1987A. However as shown above, a 13
M⊙ star will explode as a RSG even for Z as low as a 10
−3.
The mass dependence of the final outcome has two main
consequences. Firstly, the discovery probability for SNe II
at high z will decrease with the progenitor mass. The su-
pernovae statistics will be systematically biased, starting at
z ≈ 1. The consequences for the study of the chemical evo-
lution and the element production at high red-shifts (e.g.
by NGST) shall be noted. Secondly, even at high redshifts,
some extreme SNe II-P should be visible. Taking their unique
properties, they may prove to be the key for the use of SN for
cosmology at high z before SNe Ia occur. It is worth noting,
that the photospheric temperatures at the shock breakout
are higher than in the solar metallicity models. As the cross
section for H-photoionization decreases with increasing fre-
quency, σν ∝ ν
−3, the ionized circumstellar region around
these SNe would be larger compared to the RSG case. The
possible consequences for the re-ionization in the early uni-
verse may be noted.
Our results may be suggestive to the use of a subclass
of SNe II, the extreme SNe II-P, as quasi standard candles.
Although the use of extreme SNe II-P will not achieve the
same accuracy as Type Ia Supernovae, there are some dis-
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tinct advantages: 1) due to their unique light curves and
colors, no spectrum is required for identification; 2) the re-
quirements on the time coverage of the light curves are very
moderate: three or four deep images with a sample rate of
50 to 60 days in the rest frame will allow their discovery,
identification and their use for cosmology - at some time,
two color images should be taken to deselect flare star and
to get a handle on the reddening; 3) finally, there is no need
to follow the light curves after the plateau toward dimmer
magnitudes. For the use of SNe Ia, the requirement to obtain
a spectrum limits their use to ≈ 24m if 8m-class telescopes
are employed. For the extreme SN II-P, 1) to 3) implies that
the largest ground based telescopes with IR detectors can be
used as search instruments which pushes the limit to about
27 to 28m. Therefore, extreme SNe II-P may be used up to
z ≈ 3 using 8-meter class telescopes. SIRTIF may push the
limit by another magnitude by long time exposures. Our
results may be interesting with respect to the use of super-
novae as distance indicators, and the supernovae statistics
that may be constructed based on future observations by
upcoming instruments such as NGST, SNAP and the like.
For moderate to high metallicities, extreme SNe II-P may
be used as standard candles with an accuracy of about 30%
if, in addition, the color information is taken into account.
Though not comparative with SNe Ia at low redshifts, their
use may provide a valuable tool to supplement SNe Ia dis-
tances in our local universe.
At moderate redshifts (e.g. z=3-3.5), intergalactic met-
als have been discovered in the Lyα forest clouds showing
metal abundance of 10−2 to 10−3 Z⊙ (Songaila 1997, Cowie
and Songaila 1998 and Ellison et al. 2000), so it will still be
possible to find extreme SNe II-P as distance indicators.
We have also to stress the limits of our investigations
which will require further studies. For our purposes, we have
explored a limited range of parameters. Recent observations
show a wide range of explosion energies and Ni masses well
beyond the ’classical’ estimates of 1 and 2 foe and 0.07 M⊙
of Ni.
Hamuy (2002) found Ni masses between 0.0016 to 0.26
M⊙, and kinetic energies from 0.6 · 10
51 to 5. · 1051 for en-
velope masses between 14 to 56 M⊙. Hamuy’s interpreta-
tion for the kinetic energy and progenitor mass is based
on extrapolation of the empirical relations by Litvinova &
Nade¨zhin (1983, 1985) which have been obtained for en-
velope masses between 1 and 16 M⊙ and on parameter-
ized structures (see also Section 3.3). Thus, the masses
and explosion energies may be very uncertain. The impor-
tance of the progenitor structure becomes also evident in
a direct comparison between estimated progenitor mass of
SNe II-P based on LCs and non-detections of progenitors.
Based on SNe observations and on hydrodynamical mod-
els (Litvinova and Nade¨zhin, 1983, 1985), Hamuy obtained
progenitor masses of 43(+24/-14) M⊙ and 27(+14/-18) M⊙
for SN1999gi and SN1999em, respectively. From the length
of the plateau phase for SN1999em, Ho¨flich et al. (2000)
found models with 15M⊙ to be consistent with observa-
tions. Based on non-detection of the progenitor on archive
images and stellar evolution, Smartt (2001,2002) found up-
per mass limits of 9(+3/-2) M⊙ and 12±1 M⊙ for SN1999gi
and SN1999em, respectively. However, despite the problems,
Hamuy’s estimates of the total amount of 56Ni are hardly
effected by the model assumptions. A significant change in
Ni will change the absolute brightness because radioactive
decay contributes to the thermal reservoir feeding the light
curves.
As discussed in section 3.3, mixing of the central layers
will change the early rise and the late plateau phases. Such
mixing must be expected from explosion models and should
be included to improve the accuracy of the models.
No mass loss has been taken into account. Therefore,
these models must be considered as extreme cases, limiting
severely their use for the analysis of observations. In partic-
ular, strong mass loss of RSG will effect the relation between
the envelope mass and the stellar radius differently from the
change of the initial mass that determines the structure of
the stellar core. Likely, this will increase the spread in pa-
rameter space. One further potential pitfall for SNe II is
the anisotropic luminosity caused by aspherical explosions
of core collapse SNe. In general, the light of core collapse
supernovae is polarized by ≈ 0.5 ± 1% (e.g. Wang et al.
2001, Leonard et al. 2001, 2002). Polarization of this size
corresponds to asymmetries in the envelope that produce
directional dependence in the observed L of ≈ 0.3 to 0.6m
(Ho¨flich, 1991). However, extended H rich envelopes tend to
spherize the H-rich layers of the envelopes even if the ex-
plosions are assumed jet-like (Ho¨flich, Khokhlov & Wang,
2001). This tendency is consistent with recent observations
for SN1999em.
In summary, the typical light curves and colors of our
extreme SN II-P models are, at first order, in agreement
with observations but a quantitative comparison and sta-
tistical analyzes with observations must be postponed till
complete data sets become available, and the model grid has
been extended. If done, such comparison may be used to get
an insight of details of the physics, like fallback during the
explosion, realistic predictions for the nucleosynthesis and
constrains for core collapse models. For the application to
cosmology and to get a handle on the interstellar redden-
ing, the color information must be considered and spectral
information may be used to increase the accuracy. Taking
current initiatives, e.g. CSP (Carnegie Supernova Program),
LOTOSS (Lick Observatory and Tenagra Observatory Su-
pernova Searches), NEAT (Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking),
SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) and the upcoming SNAP
and NGST missions, we expect an increasing availability of
high quality data.
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